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What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by Tigermoth - 18 Apr 2020 05:36

_____________________________________

Basically I am looking for the most basic system specs I would need for a new desktop computer to
enable me to load and use Lightworks for basic editing of material to be shot on new Canon Legria 806
mainly for uploading to Utibe presentation to camera stuff and archiving personal home / holiday videos.

I am a 70 yo ' dinosaur' who successfully has used voice recognition software for many years and done
basic editing and production using and old version of Studio 9 for of material from 20+ y.o Panasonic
Camcorder.

My current PC is 11yo and has some Motherboard and related upgrading and tweeking , but I still use
WindowsXP and will keep that system that way simply because it suits my limited but famiiar needs. I
just like it that way!

This prospective increased video editing is simply new and seperate. Silly old Bugger aren't I !

Alan
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by schrauber - 05 Jun 2020 16:37

_____________________________________

CarlyFieg wrote:
Resolution: I use proxy clips for EVERYTHING, so is that about as much as you can do to minimize
resolution as a performance issue?
Format: I'm using mp4. Is there a smarter choice?

mp4 has advantages and disadvantages regarding performance:

Advantage: Low data rate
Disadvantage: High CPU load etc. during decoding (depending on the medium, the system and the
Lightworks version, the limit is often far below 100% CPU usage according to the task manager).
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But with the free license you can only use mp4 proxies (H.264). The proxy dimensions and quality
settings influence the decoding performance.

Apart from the hardware, there are other optimization options, depending on your system, project, and
media.
For example:
- Transcoding (advantages and disadvantages)
- Optimize timeline for efficiency
- maybe Update Lightworks version?
- Reduce GPU load of effects (project settings, Lightworks version, Routing and efficiency optimized
user effects)

If you are interested, perhaps a separate thread would be useful, looking at the details of your current
hardware, media, and project etc. in detail?
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by CarlyFieg - 05 Jun 2020 18:29

_____________________________________

Thanks again, everyone for such good information!

I don't have a project to work on right now, but very soon I will have another. What I am thinking is, now
that I have all this information, I need to fully digest what everyone is saying. Then I can use the
knowledge I have gained to guide me in how I set up the next project. I'll try some things out and see
what the effect is.

There is nothing like actually trying some things and then observing how it works. Like I said before, I
am heartened that perhaps an outlay of more money on a new computer is not necessary (and perhaps,
might not even be helpful).

Once I get going on that project, if I have any questions, I will start a separate thread as you suggest,
Schrauber!
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Thank you all very much, once again!
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by hugly - 06 Jun 2020 09:53

_____________________________________

I missed your post with some direct question to me, sorry.

I don't know if you still need answers to those question, because you came to this conclusion:

CarlyFieg wrote:
I am heartened that perhaps an outlay of more money on a new computer is not necessary (and
perhaps, might not even be helpful)There are options to optimize performance on an existing system,
mainly by using optimized media, e.g. internal proxies. However, investing money in more powerful
computer components helps to increase performance and stability as well. Just, it's simple and cheap to
decrease the load by the factor of 10 by using optimized media, but hard and expensive to increase
computer performance by the same factor with hardware upgrades.
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by CarlyFieg - 06 Jun 2020 10:09

_____________________________________

I am interested to know what you think of mp4's. Have you found a different format to be a wiser
choice?
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by briandrys - 06 Jun 2020 10:25

_____________________________________

If you're using the internal proxies with the free version your choice is limited to MP4.
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by hugly - 06 Jun 2020 10:39

_____________________________________

CarlyFieg wrote:
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I am interested to know what you think of mp4's. Have you found a different format to be a wiser
choice?
I think, the wisest approach these days is, staying with the original recording formats, as long as they are
properly supported, and using proxies for internal editing and originals on export. That's exactly what the
internal proxy workflow does.

The alternative is converting to I-frame based high-performance formats at full resolution. That's what
the import method 'Transcode' does. The downside of this method is, you need much more drive space
and very fast mass storage, because the files are very large compared with highly compressed MP4
and, each conversion step, depending on the format used, may imply degradation of quality.
============================================================================

Re: What would be the LEAST systems specs for very basic editing
Posted by CarlyFieg - 06 Jun 2020 11:19

_____________________________________

Thank you both so much! It is so good to know what is going on &quot;under the hood,&quot; so I really
appreciate the explanation.

I think I am good for now. Now I await my next project, and I'll try out a few things and learn for myself.

Again, big thanks!
============================================================================
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